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Szanto is a new collection of vintage 

inspired timepieces. Szanto was 

created by Luminox founder Barry 

Cohen and offers something different 

from Luminox. The company is 

bringing vintage inspired watches with 

modern sizes.  

   

The Szanto watch comes in a cool vintage 

inspired box that looks like an old trunk. The 

watch box looks different from any other 

companies and you will instantly know you 

own a Szanto watch.  
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The Szanto 5002 200 Meter Dive Watch has an over-sized 47mm case and 51mm with crown.  

This watch is not for those with very small wrists. It is a large watch that is big and bold with 

vintage appeal. The case has an Ion plated 

titanium plating with brushed finish. So far I 

have had no problems with the Hardened 

and durable mineral crystal that 

has held up well to abuse. The 

watch is 15mm thickness 

making the dive watch a large 

and sizable watch. The dive 

watch comes on a 

silicone/rubber strap that is 

perfect for a dive watch.  

 



The Szanto 5002 200 Meter Dive Watch 

has 200M water resistance. The watch 

should have no problems with rain, 

showers, swimming, and recreational 

diving. The watch is powered by Japanese 

quartz three hand and date movement. The 

5002 divers comes equipped with a PVD 

coated 90 click unidirectional bezel with 

15 minute countdown. The lume on the 

hour markers and hands is quite good and 

made possible with the C1 Superluminova.  

The Szanto 5002 200 Meter Dive Watch is 

an amazing value for an under $300 dive 

watch. Those that prefer Quartz to 

Mechanical will appreciate the precise 

Japanese movement. If you are looking for 

a great dive watch that is large and 

fashionable then the Szanto dive watch is 

for you. 

9 Out of 10 

 


